Why National Accounts?

National Accounts, and more generally macroeconomic indicators, are central in providing economic information to the large public, but are also critical data for supporting decision-making of investors and policy-makers; and are at the basis on any exercise made by analysts.

The creation of a specific review on National Accounts and macroeconomic indicators brings to the attention of a large and diverse audience first rate research activities and findings by academics, but also case studies and reflective articles by practitioners.

EURONA creates a concrete opportunity to identify, present and discuss both practical and theoretical aspects as well as practices that have an impact on the meaning and understanding of National Accounts and macroeconomic indicators.
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Why Eurostat?

Eurostat plays a central role in providing statistical information on EU, the euro-area and European countries.

Indeed, it has a privileged position for providing a unique resource for the dialogue between researchers and producers of official statistics and it is a point of reference for the communities of data users such as international organisations, Statistical Institutes, Central Banks, analysts and policy-makers.

Eurostat has also the capacity to draw empirical, theoretical and policy articles within the scope of National Accounts and macroeconomic indicators, dealing with both users’ and producers’ interests, presenting subjects of general relevance, of comparative nature, as well as specific country-related or thematic area topics (e.g. employment, prices...).
What — Aim and scope

EURONA is an open access, peer-reviewed, scholarly journal. It considers articles in the field of:

— Methodologies, techniques and tools related to National Accounts and macroeconomic indicators;
— Standards, methods and practices used for the production of National Accounts statistics and macroeconomic indicators;
— Analytical methods and results in subject fields making use of National Accounts data and macroeconomic indicators.

Because it is produced by Eurostat, EURONA is substantially different from other scientific journals.

This is primarily because the readership consists of a high proportion of practitioners, not only researchers. Yet the integrity and success of the EURONA depends on its scientific rigor, but a vital part of its realisation depend on its relevance and how useful reading EURONA is for the community of official statistics. The articles proposed should respond to the needs, challenges and issues that users and producers of official statistics related to National Accounts and macroeconomic indicators encounter.

EURONA is intended to fill the gap in the expanding fields of National Accounts and macroeconomic indicators, by adopting a scientific approach.

A journal that reviews and explores all aspects related to new theoretical and experimental findings in statistics, econometrics, economics and any closely related fields. EURONA is therefore a refereed international journal to be of use to all those concerned with research in various fields of, or closely related to, statistics and economics discipline.

Why — Objectives

EURONA aims at providing a highly readable and valuable addition to the statistical research work done in relation to National Accounts and macroeconomic indicators and wants to serve as an indispensable reference tool for future developments.

EURONA wants to become a scientific periodical in the proper sense of the word, i.e. a journal that is recognised, interesting, useful and available to the entire scientific community.

As for any scientific journal, scientific papers are the primary mode of communication in science. Nevertheless, with a focus on maintaining ‘up-to-date’ on the latest developments in National Accounts, the journal will provide a range of opportunities for other forms of communication on research such as Research articles; Review articles; and Case studies — under a strict policy of scholarship publishing. All articles have to undergo a peer-review.

EURONA seeks to publish the most exciting researches with respect to the subjects of National Accounts and ultimately provides a turn-around channel for exchanging between statisticians and statistical scientists.

Eurostat and National Statistical Institutes stock an extraordinary knowledge through their valuable work of statisticians and by developing and experimenting diverse methods and tools for ensuring the production of high quality statistics.

EURONA is engaged in becoming the gateway to present, share and discuss the ideas, the experience and the know-how that could bring a valuable contribution to the production of National Accounts and macroeconomic indicators, progressing on quality and keeping up with technology.

Who — Editorial team

EURONA is produced by Eurostat. In line with the spirit of bridging the community of producer of statistics with the academic world, Eurostat has an Editorial board composed of experts from National Statistical Institutes and international organisations.

Eurostat will be supported in the coordination of the project by a contractor — HENDYPLAN — who will rely on an advisory board comprising researchers in diverse disciplines.

The synergy among the two communities will gear the refinement of the journal’s organisation and hopefully attract high-quality and innovative articles; certainly the two boards will open the dialogue.

The full production cycle, from pre-selection through peer-review and editorial process will be co-ordinated by two editors:

— Dr. Jukka Jalava — Team Leader and Senior Statistician, Eurostat Directorate C — National Accounts, Prices and Key indicators.
— Prof. Domenico Sartore — Professor of Econometrics and Quantitative methods for Finance at Ca’ Foscari University, Venice.

LEARN, SHARE, ADVANCE

EURONA can bring a distinctive European perspective to tackle with hitting issues, listening to the oppositional voices and bringing in best practices and innovative perspectives from research and work at national and international level, which in fact promotes sustainable statistical information empowerment.

PROMOTING USEFUL KNOWLEDGE

The journal’s core objective therefore is to provide a platform for the researchers, scholars, producers of statistics and other practitioners to come together and share their research findings, thereby facilitating progress and enhancement of National Accounts statistics and macroeconomic indicators.
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